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Mars has been a target of scientific research for decades as its surface records a varied geologic 

history including the largest shield volcanoes in the solar system (Rossi and van Gasselt, 2010).  

The evidence of volcanism, from the shield volcanoes and the lava flows that extend for hundreds 

of kilometers, garnered the interest of many scientists to determine why the volcanism on the planet 

is at a scale much larger than on Earth (Zimbelman, 1998).  Many previous studies compared 

terrestrial and Martian flows using empirical relationships to determine values for parameters such 

as eruption rate and viscosity (Zimbelman, 1998; Hiesinger et al., 2007).  These terrestrial based 

empirical relationships have not been verified as being applicable to planetary flows (Crisp & 

Baloga, 1990). This study seeks to examine this issue by duplicating the flows using numerical 

modeling with the FLOWGO thermorheologic model of Harris and Rowland (2001) and 

comparing the generated eruption rate and viscosity values.  

For modeling of this study, the majority of model parameters were based on data taken 

from the terrestrial Piton de la Fournaise volcano except for values directly measured from the 

Mars flows such as flow dimensions and path slope.  Dimensions of flows were measured from 

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s Context Camera (CTX) images of the study region in Daedalia 

Planum, Mars. Slope and flow thickness required the use of elevation data from the Mars Orbiter 

Laser Altimeter (MOLA) instrument. Using these parameters, a set of three different models were 

generated that reproduced the flows in the Daedalia Planum within 10% of their measured length.  

The results of this study were comparable to the eruption rates and viscosity values of previous 
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studies.   This study has shown that Martian lava flows can be modeled using terrestrial flow 

parameter values with results comparable to prior solely empirical studies. 
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Table 1:  Table summarizing the symbols used in equations found in this study along with their corresponding units. 

Symbol Definitions Units 

𝐸𝑟  Eruption rate m3/s 

𝑑 Depth/thickness of flow m 

𝜙 Crystal content/crystallinity % 

𝑊 Flow width (includes levees) km 

𝑤 Channel width m 

𝑥 Flow length km 

𝜏0 Yield strength Pa 

𝜏 Basal shear stress Pa 

Thot Maximum exposed surface temperature °C 

Tbase Base temperature °C 

Tcore core temperature °C 

𝜌 Lava density kg m-3 

𝜃 Slope degrees 

𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 Mean velocity m/s 

𝜂 Viscosity Pa-s 

𝜂0 Dynamic viscosity at the liquidus temperature Pa-s 

𝜂𝑓 Dynamic viscosity of a fluid Pa-s 

ε Emissivity  dimensionless 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑  Radiative heat loss W/m 

𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑  Conductive heat loss W/m 

𝑄𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 Convective heat loss W/m 

Constants 

Symbol Definitions Values Units 

𝐾 Thermal diffusivity 3.0×10-7 m2/s 

𝐺𝑧 Graetz number 300 dimensionless 

𝑔 Gravity constant 3.8 m/s2 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

The surface of Mars has channelized lava flows that extend for hundreds of kilometers compared 

to the largest (<50 km) flows found on Earth (Zimbelman, 1998; Garrey et al., 2007; Baloga and 

Glaze, 2008; Malin, 1980; Pinkerton and Wilson, 1994).  The difference in maximum lengths may 

be attributed to various reasons such as differences in eruption rate, eruption volume, eruption 

period or rheology compared to Earth (Hauber et al., 2009).  One of the arguments for this 

difference is that planetary specific conditions such as gravity, atmospheric pressure and 

temperature cause variations in the volcanism that separate them from Earth analogs.  With one 

third Earth’s gravity, Mars is assumed to have basaltic eruption rates 3-5 times higher than Earth.  

This higher eruption rate is caused by the requirement for the magma source to have a larger 

conduit to overcome the decrease in density driven buoyancy (Wilson and Head, 1994).  Wilson 

and Head (1994) concluded that the lower gravity on Mars would cause a decrease in a flow’s 

lateral spread, which requires an increase in thickness at the same flow volume.  However, recent 

research does corroborate that gravity has the strongest effect on flow conditions on other planetary 

bodies but indicates that it causes a shortening of flows due to a decrease in downslope flow 

velocity.  This decrease in flow velocity causes an increase in the time for flows to move the same 

distance, which implies a longer period for cooling and a decrease in the final flow length 

(Rowland et al., 2004).  A countervailing conclusion comes from the study by Keszthelyi and Self 

(1998) who deduced that channelized flows longer than 100 km do not exit on Earth because they 
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require slopes of >5° over a sufficiently long length.  Current research on Mars supports this 

inference as flows that are >> 100 km long have only been identified on steeper sides of shield 

volcanoes that have diameters of several hundred kilometers (Hauber et al., 2009). 

Many previous studies such as Zuber et al., 2000, Hauber et al., 2009 and Hiesinger et al., 

2007 have estimated properties of Martian flows such as eruption rate and viscosity using 

empirical relationships based on Earth data as a means of comparing the volcanism between the 

two planets. These relationships have been assumed to also be applicable to planetary data but the 

limited direct data on the properties of Martian flows hinders the ability to determine a quantitative 

empirical relationship (Crisp & Baloga, 1990).  

One method for expanding beyond the previous work is to use numerical modeling to 

recreate Martian flows. This investigation utilized the numerical model FLOWGO to examine the 

potential difference in between terrestrial and Martian volcanism (Harris and Rowland, 2001).  

This work seeks to determine what flow parameters are entered to produce modeled flows with a 

length matching measured values. 

1.1 GEOLOGIC HISTORY 

Martian geologic history has included volcanic activity dating back to approximately 4 Gyr (Carr, 

2007).  This long geologic history has been separated into three coarse geologic eras:  Oldest 

Noachian (4.65-3.7 Gyr), Hesperian (3.7-3.0 Gyr), and the youngest Amazonian (3.0 Gyr-present) 

(Rossi and van Gasselt, 2010; Neukum et al., 2001; Hartmann and Neukum, 2001; Greely et al, 

2000).  Evidence exists that indicates the planet’s rate of volcanism peaked in the Noachian and 
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tapered out into the Hesperian with only periodic eruptions in the Amazonian (Carr and Head, 

2010). 

The large image dataset from the Viking Mission provided the best early dataset for 

Martian geologic investigations (Greely et al, 2000; Rossi and van Gasselt, 2010).  Geologic 

investigations using Viking and later data sets have shown a lack of evidence for plate tectonics, 

which implies a stark difference in the geologic mechanism responsible for the formation of 

volcanoes on this planet.  No mechanism for recycling of the lithosphere by plate tectonics has 

preserved the planet’s volcanic history, which may extend to as recently as the last few 10s of 

millions of years (Rossi and van Gasselt, 2010; Neukum et al., 2004; Crown and Ramsey, 2016).  

This difference in geologic mechanisms has led to the volcanic activity on Mars being concentrated 

in discrete zones rather than along plate boundaries like on Earth (Carr, 2007).  The largest volcanic 

zone is the Tharsis bulge that covers approximately 30,000,000 km² (5000 km across) and rises 

approximately 10 km above the median elevation (Carr, 2007; Phillips et al., 2001; Solomon and 

Head, 1982; Zuber et al., 2000; Banerdt et al., 1992 pages 249-297).  On top of this bulge are the 

largest shield volcanoes found in the solar system (Harris, 2013b).  The shield volcanoes on Mars 

indicate that volcanism should be basaltic in nature (Carr, 2007).  This assumption has been 

reinforced by remote sensing data, which indicates a nearly uniform surface composition primarily 

separated into basalt or weathered basalt (Bandfield et al., 2000; Wyatt and McSween, 2002; 

Bibring et al., 2005). 

Tharsis Montes is a string of three of the largest volcanoes on the Tharsis bulge (Figure 1) 

(Plescia, 2004; Carr, 2007).  Arsia Mons is the southernmost shield of the three volcanoes and is 

30 times larger than the largest volcano of Earth (Mauna Loa in Hawaii) at 400 km across and a 

height of 17.7 km (Plescia, 2004; Carr, 2007).   The volcanoes’ flanks have a slope of 
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approximately 5°, which shallows to the plains, with many regions having slopes less than 1° 

(Smith et al., 1999a).  The focus of this work will be the volcanic plain to the south of the Arsia 

Mons called Daedalia Planum, which is a covered by series of overlapping lava flows (Warner and 

Gregg, 2003; Crown and Ramsey, 2016).  Viking data were used by Scott and Tanaka (1986) to 

produce the initial geologic maps of the Daedalia Planum lava flows separating them into eight 

units that cover about 2.5 billion years of Martian volcanic history. Higher resolution (<20 m) 

image data provided by modern instruments were used to document the properties (e.g. flow length 

and width) and morphologies of the flows in the Arsia Mons region (Warner and Greg, 2003; 

Bleacher et al., 2007 a, b). The large spatial coverage and resolution (5-6 m) of CTX data sets 

allowed Crown et al. (2015) to relative age date the individual lava flows in the Daedalia flow 

fields based on small impact crater counting.  These age data indicate a complex flow history 

covering a range in age from as young as ~100 my to ~1 Gya overlying even older plains (Crown 

and Ramsey, 2016; Crown et al., 2015).  One reason for choosing this region for this study is that 

these flows are an important part of the planet’s more recent history as they may represent the final 

stages of volcanism. 

The study was performed in two regions approximately 370 km south of Arsia Mons 

(Figure 1).  The study areas have a shallow average slope of less than 1°.  Study Area A is generally 

made up of long (>100 km), sinuous flows that are easily separated into individual flows.  Study 

Area B is generally made of numerous short (~80 km or less) flows that intermingle with one 

another making individual identification more difficult than Area A. 
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Figure 1:  Image of Tharsis region with study site regions A and B identified.  Original image is a subset of a 

MOLA Global Colorized Hillshade (Smith et al., 2003).   

1.2 MODEL BACKGROUND 

Two general assumptions of numerical models of lava flows is that they are either volume or 

cooling limited. Flows that are volume limited extend to their final length only once their supply 

of material is depleted without any influence of cooling and or rheological properties. Cooling 
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limited flows have a constant, unending material supply and do not stop until rheologic conditions 

caused by cooling make continued motion impossible (Harris, 2013b). 

As this investigation seeks to examine the rheology of Martian flows, the cooling limited 

1-D thermorheologic model FLOWGO was chosen (Harris and Rowland, 2001).  The FLOWGO 

model is based on the flow being approximated as a single control volume that moves down an 

exact replica of the existing channel without impedance from the flow front (Wantin et al., 2013).  

The general model structure of the flow as seen in Figure 2 is assumed to be made up of a central 

channel surrounded by stagnant levees and covered by a fractured, discontinuous and moving 

carapace (Harris and Rowland, 2001).  The discontinuous carapace is made up of a fractured crust 

that covers a fraction of the flow and insulates the hot inner core.   The fractures through this crust 

expose the hot interior core that radiates heat through them at the maximum surface temperature 

(Thot), which is less than the core temperature (Tcore) (Crisp & Baloga, 1990; Harris et al. 2005; 

Harris, 2013b).  The base of the flow is another thermal component that is separated from the inner 

core by its cooler temperature (Tbase) induced by conductive cooling with the preexisting surface 

(Harris and Rowland, 2001; Wantin et al., 2013).  The assumption that Thot is cooler than Tcore is 

based on the studies of the temperature difference between a flow’s core and surface with a 

maximum difference of 300°C (Hon et al. 1994; Wright & Flynn 2003; Bailey et al. 2006; Harris, 

2013b).  The model takes this difference in temperature into account by subtracting a buffer 

temperature from the original core temperature with a value generally set at -140°C based on the 

work from Harris and Rowland (2001).  The cooler surface crust has a temperature (Tcrust) range 

of 360-650°C for active channel flow (Flynn & Mouginis-Mark 1994), whereas active pahoehoe 

flows have a crust that ranged from 390-770°C (Flynn & Mouginis-Mark 1992).  Cooling of the 
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crust occurs over time with Hon et al. (1994) determining that crust that is 1 min old will have a 

temperature of 425-675°C. 

FLOWGO can have the eruption rate be an input or as a dependent variable depending on 

the data available for the study flow.  As no such data exists for this study region, the eruption rate 

was determined by Equation 1:  

𝐸𝑟 = 𝑑𝑤𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (1) 

 

which is a function of the flow’s area (thickness (𝑑) × channel width (𝑤)) and flow velocity 

(𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) (Harris and Rowland, 2001; Harris et al., 2015; Harris and Rowland, 2015 a, b).   

 

Figure 2:  Figure that summarizes the flow structure used in the FLOWGO model.  Figure reproduced from Chevrel 

et al., 2018 with permission from Elsevier (see Appendix D). 

 

FLOWGO modeling runs through three major steps with the first determining the flows 

starting velocity using Equation 2.  The velocities of the flow at each increment in the model are 

calculated using/solving the Jeffreys (1925) equation with the Bingham fluid modifications of 
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Moore (1987) for flow through a channel that is substantially wider then it is deep (Harris et al., 

2007b).  The following equation is the modified equation by Moore (1987): 

𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = (
𝑑2𝜌𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)

3𝜂
) (3 −

4

3

𝜏0

𝜏
+

1

3
(

𝜏0

𝜏
)

4

) (2) 

in which the velocity (𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) is dependent upon gravity of the planetary body (g), density of the 

flow material (𝜌), the thickness (d), the slope (𝜃), the viscosity (𝜂), basal shear stress (𝜏) and the 

cores yield strength (𝜏0) of the core of the flow.  The second step has the core temperature of the 

flow decreased based on the heat loss by radiation (𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑) emitted from the cracks in the surface 

crust, conduction through the flow base (𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑) and convection of the atmosphere with the flow 

surface (𝑄𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒) as shown in Figure 2 (Rowland et al., 2005).  Further discussion of the heat loss 

model can be found in the original literature Harris and Rowland, 2001 or subsequent publications 

such as Harris et al., 2015 and Harris and Rowland, 2015. 

The final step involves using the heat loss at each step to update the control volumes 

rheologic properties caused by a decrease in the flow’s temperature (Harris and Rowland, 2001; 

Wantin et al., 2013).  The model operates on the basis that the lava will continue to flow until it 

cools to a level where its rheology results in a velocity of zero (Rowland et al., 2005).  This change 

in velocity is strongly controlled by changes in a flow’s viscosity. 

1.2.1 Lava Rheology: Viscosity 

The flow of a fluid like lava is impeded by internal resistive forces such as viscosity (Harris, 

2013b).  The viscosity of lava is controlled by composition (silica content), water content, crystal 

content and temperature (Harris, 2013b).  Modeling a flow’s viscosity requires rheologic models 

that track changes in the lavas temperature (Tcore) and crystallinity (𝜙) over time (Harris and 
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Rowland, 2015a, b).  The Einstein-Roscoe relationship has been used to determine the bulk 

viscosity of a fluid and solid (crystal) mixture (𝜂(𝜙)) such as lava as a function of only crystallinity 

(Einstein, 1906; Roscoe, 1952).  Equation 3 shows that the relationship depends on the dynamic 

fluid viscosity (𝜂𝑓), starting phenocryst content (𝜙) and the value R.  The value R is the inverse 

of the maximum crystal content (𝜙𝑚𝑎𝑥) that a flow can obtain before movement ceases (Harris 

and Rowland, 2015a, b).   

𝜂(𝜙) = 𝜂𝑓(1 − 𝑅𝜙)−2.5 (3) 

 

 

The best-fit temperature dependent 𝜂𝑓 was determined based on the use of the empirical 

Vogel-Tanmann-Fulcher (VTF) equation (Equation 4) using chosen parameter constants shown in 

Table 2 (Mono and Pereira, 2004).  Equation 4 contains the parameters D, E and F which are 

determined based on a melt composition such as those found in Hess and Dingwell, 1996; 

Giordano, 2006 and 2008 (Harris and Rowland, 2015a, b). 

𝜂(𝑇) = 10^ (𝐷 +
𝐸

𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 − 𝐹
) (4) 

 

 
Table 2:  Viscosity constant values used for flow models in this study.  BAMB-S0 values taken from Chevrel et al., 

2014. 

 

 

 

The original parameter values were based on the composition of Piton de la Fournaise 

volcano which has a composition dissimilar to Martian basalts.  However, Martian basalts differ 

from terrestrial analogs most strongly in their high iron content (Chavrel et al., 2014).  Chavrel et 

al. (2014) worked on the flow behavior of basalt with a composition similar to Martian basalt and 

concluded that the work done by Giordano et al. (2008) provides the best model approximation.  

 
Piton Composition values BAMB-S0 

D -4.52 -4.125 

E 5558 4975 

F 582.9 626.9 
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The equation parameters were updated based on the composition of the Backstay (BAMB) rock 

analyzed in situ on Mars (Ming et al., 2008).  This rock is from the Columbia Hills of Gusev Crater 

and is an example of one of the few alkali basalts found on the surface of Mars in this region 

(Chavrel et al., 2014).   This composition was chosen for this study as it has the highest and most 

similar viscosity to Piton de la Fournaise of those investigated by Chavrel et al. (2014) and also 

provides some level of ground truth data. 
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2.0  METHODS 

2.1 DATA ACQUISITION  

FLOWGO requires flows with distinct channels surrounded by stagnant levees (Harris and 

Rowland, 2001). An examination of the Daedalia on Plenum was performed using the global 

mosaic of Mars generated from Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) day data using the 

JMars software to identify flows with the required structure (Christiansen et al.; Hill et al., 2014 

and Edwards et al., 2011). The global coverage of the mosaic and 100 m spatial resolution provided 

for easy identification of channelized structures but did not have the resolution needed for further 

detailed study (Hill et al., 2014 and Edwards et al., 2011).  Figure 3a-b shows that THEMIS images 

provide higher contrast between flows allowing for easier initial identification compared to the 

higher resolution CTX images.  Higher spatial resolution images were required to measure the 

dimensions including the flow length, channel width and area of the chosen flows for modeling 

and verification of results.  Visible data of the study region were obtained using the Mars 

Reconnaissance Orbiter’s Context Camera (CTX) at 5 m resolution as the instrument combines 

high spatial resolution and near complete coverage of the region. CTX is a single visible band 

instrument band pass of 0.5-0.7 µm with a ~30 km swath width (Malin et al., 2007) (Table 20 of 

Appendix A).  Figure 4 shows how the flow length was measured down the centerline of the 

identified channel, and channel width was measured periodically along the flow with particular 

attention given to extremes (maximum or minimum).  Channel width is required as a parameter 

for the modeling of each flow and flow length is needed for comparison to modeled flow length. 
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Figure 3:  THEMIS (3a) and CTX (3b) subset images of Study Area B without flow outlines for clarity of flow 

fields. 

 

a) 
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Figure 3:  THEMIS (3a) and CTX (3b) subset images of Study Area B without flow outlines for clarity of flow 

fields. 

b) 
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Figure 4:  THEMIS mosaic image of Flow 21 with overlays of lines from which flow length and channel width 

were determined.  Red outline indicates location of image shown in Figure 5. 

 

Topographic data (flow thickness and slope) of studied flows was provided from the Mars 

Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) instrument, which has a vertical accuracy of up to 37.5 cm and 

horizontal accuracy of 100 m (Garvin et al., 2000 and Smith et al, 2001).  MOLA was a laser 
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altimeter that measured elevation by determining the time difference between the transmission and 

reflected return of infrared laser pulses from the surface (Smith et al, 2001).  Each measurement 

point was 130 m in diameter and spaced about 330 m apart (Garvin et al., 2000 and Glaze et al., 

2003). The original point by point elevation data have been used to generate a global digital 

elevation model (DEM) by mathematically interpolating the elevation between points (Smith et 

al., 2003). This DEM was used to generate a slope map for the study region from which points of 

slope along a line parallel to each flow were acquired to determine the flow path slope for each 

iteration step of the model. This process was based on the assumption that the nearby regional 

slope would be nearly identical to the original flow path slope beneath the existing flows. 

Typically, FLOWGO slope data can come directly from the centerline of the existing channel but 

this method was chosen for this study as it avoids the smoothing caused by the existing flow. This 

region is made up of stacks of flows with only small variations in topography that that can be 

included in the model. 

The thickness of each flow is not measured directly from the global DEM due to low 

topographic difference between the flows and surrounding terrain (Smith et al., 1999a; Glaze et 

al. 2003). Higher accuracy topographic data were obtained using the original precision experiment 

data records (PEDR) for the study region. MOLA PEDRs contain the original point by point 

elevation data rather than the gridded data provided by the DEM. At least five PEDR passes were 

chosen for each flow thickness calculation. Each path had the data points over the central channel 

and points to the south of the flow averaged as shown in Figure 3 in order to determine the elevation 

of each location.  The channel thickness was subsequently determined by subtracting the regional 

elevation from the channel elevation. Regional elevation points were chosen to the south of the 

flow as the elevation increases moving north towards Arsia Mons. Care was taken in choosing 
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regional elevation data points as flows may meander and intermingle as shown in the upper right 

side of Figure 3 and thus no longer represent regional elevation. 

Figure 5:  CTX image of Flow 21 from location outlined in Figure 4 depicting the PEDR data and its use for flow 

thickness calculation.  Data points highlighted in red are averaged to determine the elevation of the central channel 

whereas data points highlighted in blue are averaged to determine the regional elevation value.
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2.2 FLOWGO MODELING 

The flows were initially modeled based on the rheological properties of the 2010 lava flows at 

Piton de la Fournaise volcano along with planetary specific properties such as gravity and 

atmospheric temperature and pressure as shown in Table 12 of Appendix A (Harris et al., 2015; 

Rowland et al. 2004).  These values include eruption and base temperature, density and 

vesicularity, and convection parameters such as wind speed (Table 12).  Eruption temperature was 

left unchanged at 1114°C as there is no direct value for Martian flows.  Additional model 

parameters were determined specifically for this study including flow dimensions, emissivity, and 

crust temperature. 

The dimensions of the model control volume for FLOWGO are generally measured from 

the beginning of each flow at the vent but identification of the starting point (vent location) in this 

study was not possible. Without the at-vent dimensions, the thickness value used in the model is 

an average of the measured thickness values for each flow and the minimum channel width was 

chosen as the input variable. 

Emissivity is the material property that describes the how efficiently a surface radiates 

thermal energy which ranges from 0 to 1 as a perfect emitter (Sabins, 1997).  This value is 

important as the higher the value the faster that the modeled flow will lose heat.  The average 

basalt emissivity is 0.95, which is used in most studies (Harris, 2013a).   The average value has 

been determined based on data taken from solid lava at ambient temperatures but investigations of 

active surfaces (molten) can result in an emissivity of ~0.8 (Harris, 2013a; Crisp et al., 1990; 
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Ramsey and Harris, 2016 and Wells and Cullinane, 2007).   This work will cover both cases by 

running models for all flows using both as end member values.  

Unlike emissivity, only one crust temperature value was chosen. Crust temperature can 

vary over a wide range (370-770°C) shown by the work of Flynn and Moughinis-Mark (1992).  In 

order to determine the best value for this study, a set of models of Flow 3 over the emissivity range 

of 0.8-0.95 and a constant starting phenocryst content of 10% were generated.  Four separate model 

runs were performed with emissivity values of 0.8, 0.85, 0.90 and 0.95 over the specified Tcrust 

range of 580-720°C at 5°C intervals.  

Utilizing the chosen average crust temperature value, four different model runs were 

performed with Table 3 showing a summary of differences between runs.  The first model run 

(M00.80) is a control model that uses the original parameter values for the Piton de la Fournaise 

flow except for the chosen Tcrust value and emissivity of 0.80 for all of the study flows.  M00.80 held 

phenocryst content at a constant 10.4% without any attempt at fitting the modeled flow length to 

the measured value.  This model run was conducted to determine any variation in model results 

between the flows irrespective of the best fit starting phenocryst content (𝜙).  The other three 

model runs were integrated through a series of 𝜙 values until the modeled flow length matched 

the measured length within a margin of error (generally accepted for this study as ~1-5 km.  Models 

were performed with different intervals for 𝜙 decreasing from 5% to as low as 0.001% over a 

starting phenocryst content range of 0% to 40% to determine the best fitting value for each flow.  

Large parameter intervals were used to first determine a narrow range over which the finer 

intervals can be used to determine the best fitting value for each flow. 
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Table 3:  Table with the parameters separating the four different model runs performed for the study. 

Phenocryst Content Emissivity Viscosity 

M00.80 Constant at 10.4% 0.80 Piton de la Fournaise 

M10.80 Best fit values 0.80 Piton de la Fournaise 

M10.95 Best fit values 0.95 Piton de la Fournaise 

M20.80 Best fit values 0.80 Mars Specific 

2.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

To understand how variables effect model results, the sensitivity of the model for selected variables 

was investigated.  Model runs were done in which phenocryst content, eruption temperature, crust 

temperature, vesicularity and average slope were varied individually with all other parameters held 

constant based on the best fitting model results for Flow 3.  Each sensitivity model had different 

but constant variable intervals with results for each run compared to the original starting results. 

The sensitivity was determined by having all changes in the chosen variable and resulting changes 

in flow length and eruption rate change to the percentage of the starting value based on Equation 

5 given below: 

Sensitivity =
𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒−𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
× 100 

(5) 

Two additional full model runs (M10.95 and M20.80) were performed to fully examine the 

difference caused by changes in model parameters.  Model M10.95 differs from M10.80 by its 

emissivity. Model M20.80 differs from the other models in that it uses a different set of 

compositionally determined constants for its viscosity model with the Martian specific values 

taken from Chevrel et al. (2014). 
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2.3 ERUPTION RATE CALCULATIONS FOR MARS 

Many previous studies (Pinkerton and Wilson, 1994; Wilson and Head, 1983; Zimbelman, 1985; 

and Hiesinger et al., 2007) use the concept of the Graetz number to estimate a flow’s eruption rate 

as a check on the model values, a similar calculation was performed for the investigated flows.  

The eruption rate was estimated using the empirical based equation given below: 

𝑄 = 𝐺𝑧 ∗ 𝛫 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ (
𝑊

𝑑
) (6) 

which it depends on a flow’s length (𝑥), thickness (𝑑) and width (𝑊).  The other variables include 

thermal diffusivity (𝐾) and the dimensionless Graetz number (𝐺𝑧) with values taken from literature 

(Pinkerton and Wilson, 1994; Wilson and Head, 1983; Zimbelman, 1985; and Hiesinger et al., 

2007).  The Graetz number describes the relationship between a flow’s heat loss through diffusion 

and the rate at which heat is advected along the length of the flow (Gregg and Fink, 1996; Pinkerton 

and Wilson, 1994).  A Graetz number value of 300 was chosen for most studies based on previous 

work that show flows cease to advance at that value (Pinkerton and Wilson, 1994). Thermal 

diffusivity is the final variable in the equation with a value set at 3.0×10-7 m2/s but is highly 

dependent on composition (Gregg and Fink, 1996; Warner and Gregg, 2003; and Hiesinger et al., 

2007).  
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3.0 RESULTS 

3.1 FLOW DATA 

Twenty-one possible flows were identified within the study region from examination of THEMIS 

mosaic images.  These initial flows were identified based on the presence of visible channels 

required for modeling.  These initial flow selections were then limited to nine based on quality and 

length of identified leveed channel and availability of MOLA data.  The nine flows (2-6, 12, 19-

21) from the original selection provide a wide range in length, thickness, and channel width (Table

4).  The flows were separated into study Area A that contains three flows (2,5 and 6) and six more 

in study Area B as shown in Figure 6.  Figure 7 shows how the flows range in length from as short 

as 48.82 km for Flow 19 to as long as 214.61 for Flow 5.  Thickness ranges from a minimum of 

13.8 m to a maximum of 44.46 m, with slope varying from 0.33-0.88 degrees.  The flows generally 

show a southwest direction with Flow 2 having an almost westerly direction.  
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Figure 6:  Study Regions A and B made up of flow outlines overlaying a subset of the global THEMIS day mosaic. 

The gradual change in slope of the region causes flows in close proximity to have similar 

average slope values such as Flows 2 and 6 at 0.88 and 0.83 respectively.  Whereas Flow 2 and 6 

are close in path slope, their other parameters such as thickness and length differ greatly at 26.87 

m versus 44.46 m and 63.95 km versus 174.54 km respectively.  The thinnest flow is Flow 3 at 

only 13.8 m and its slope falls in the middle range of chosen flows at 0.64° and a measured length 

of 71.72 km. Flow shape varies greatly as Table 4 shows that the flow width (including levees) for 

narrow flows like Flow 3 is only 1.92 km compared to 6.37 km for Flow 4 even though their 

lengths differ by less than 4 km.  
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Figure 7:  Plot of the flow length and thickness for study flows. 

Table 4:  Table of the measured flow parameters in this study. 

Flow 2 Flow 3 Flow 4 Flow 5 Flow 6 Flow 12 Flow 19 Flow 20 Flow 21 

Length (km) 63.95 71.72 67.27 214.61 174.54 83.03 48.82 193.09 111.28 

Area (km2) 176.78 137.99 428.62 1,468.62 786.84 373.08 453.18 1,916.26 687.88 

Flow Width (km) 2.76 1.92 6.37 6.84 4.51 4.49 9.28 9.92 6.18 

Avg. Slope (°) 0.88 0.66 0.47 0.48 0.83 0.54 0.37 0.34 0.33 

Thickness (m) 26.87 13.80 25.83 17.90 44.46 36.10 41.04 35.02 30.72 

Minimum Channel Width (m) 185.22 149.55 878.58 264.59 139.14 213.47 624.01 691.96 342.88 

Maximum Channel Width (m) 536.20 465.05 1,558.17 686.53 931.37 628.96 1,675.12 3,201.19 1,215.86 
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3.2 FLOWGO MODEL 

Crust temperature for this study was based on the combination of Earth based data for a 

temperature range and varying the flow’s emissivity over a constant phenocryst content.  Figure 8 

shows a subset of model results for Flow 3 for this step with a crust temperature range of 580-

720°C at 10.0% starting phenocryst content.  The results show that the lower the emissivity value 

used in the model, the higher the crust temperature required to match the measured flow length.  

The modeled length decreases linearly with increasing crust temperature until around a modeled 

length of 65 km after which the relationship levels out.  Careful examination of the results show 

that Flow 3 is best modeled over a crust temperature range of 605-649°C depending on the 

emissivity value.  Using the results from this set of model runs, an approximate average crust 

temperature of 625°C was chosen.  This is the best value chosen based on the parameters and the 

flow used during the temperature determination analysis. 
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Figure 8:  Model results for Flow 3 at a starting phenocryst content of 10% and at specified emissivity values 

over a range of crust temperatures.    Vertical lines indicate crossing point of modeled and measured flow length with the crust temperature (°C) at each 

point annotated over the crossing lines. 
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Using the determined crust temperature and other model parameters, the control Model 

M00.80 produced modeled flows longer than the measured value except for the longest flow (Flow 

5) that was modeled at approximately half the measured length (see Table 5).  Most modeled flows

were more than double their measured value with Flow 19 having the greatest difference at being 

25.19 times longer than the measured length.  This large disparity in model results can be attributed 

in part due to a differences in flow path slope and thickness between each flow.  Flow 19 has the 

third lowest average slope of 0.37 degrees compared 0.642 degrees of Flow 3 that has the lowest 

difference in modeled versus measured flow length at only 14 percent longer.  Variation in 

thickness is even greater with Flow 19 being the second thickest at 41.04 m compared to only 13.8 

m for Flow 3. 
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Table 5:  Table that summarizes the model results from M00.80.  M00.80 is set at a crust temperature of 625°C, starting phenocryst content of 10.4% and an 

emissivity of 0.8.   

Flow 2 Flow 3 Flow 4 Flow 5 Flow 6 Flow 12 Flow 19 Flow 20 Flow 21 

Measured Length (km) 63.95 71.72 67.27 214.61 174.54 83.03 48.82 193.09 111.28 

Modeled Length (km) 891.799 81.54 442.63 108.49 2049.36 1273.06 1278.52 732.64 483.87 

Flow Length Difference 12.95 0.14 5.58 -0.49 10.74 14.33 25.19 2.79 3.35 

Eruption Rate (m3/s) 2.32 × 105 1.62 × 104 4.58 × 105 1.09 × 105 5.66 × 105 5.06 × 105 3.50 × 105 1.01 × 106 2.32 × 105

Width (m) 185.22 149.55 878.58 264.59 139.14 213.47 624.01 691.96 342.88 

Depth (m) 26.87 13.8 25.83 17.9 44.46 36.1 41.04 35.02 30.72 

Crust Temperature (°C) 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 

Phenocryst Content 10.4% 10.4% 10.4% 10.4% 10.4% 10.4% 10.4% 10.4% 10.4% 

Emissivity 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Ave. Slope 0.875 0.642 0.471 0.485 0.828 0.539 0.37 0.346 0.328 

Min.  Eruption Rate (m3/s) 1.62 × 104 Max.  Eruption Rate (m3/s) 1.01 × 106
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The results of Model M00.80 indicated a need to change the starting phenocryst content for 

each flow in order to reach a modeled flow length similar to the measured value.  Figure 9 shows 

an example for Flow 3 model results for Model M10.80 with a phenocryst interval of 1%. The best 

fit model for this flow benefited from the work on the determination of the crust temperature which 

narrowed down possible starting phenocryst content to be higher than 10% but likely below 20%.  

This assumption came from the fact that the flow length at an emissivity of 0.8 and a 10% 

phenocryst content needed a crust temperature of 649°C.  

Flow 19 was not as easy to determine the best fit phenocryst content as Figure 10 shows 

that the content must be in the region of 30% phenocryst content.  Figures 10 show that changes 

in phenocryst interval size gives different resolution of changes in flow length caused by 

phenocryst content.  At an interval of 2.5% there appears to be only one best fit solution but at 

0.25% and 0.05% intervals, three separate best fit values become apparent. This model result is 

the best at showing that models must be run at a sufficiently small interval to determine a best fit 

value.  This result is unique in the fact that there are three possible best fit phenocryst values 

ranging from 28.6% to 29.7% which is only a 1.1% variance in possible values.  Flow 21 has 

shown a similar occurrence of multiple best fit values (only 2 in this case) the difference between 

such values is very small at less than 1%. 
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Figure 9:  Model results for changes in Flow 3 length for Model M10.80 over a range of starting phenocryst content 

at a 1% interval.  The best-fit point does not fall on the line as it was identified at a smaller phenocryst interval. 
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Figure 10:  Model results for changes in Flow 19 length for Model M10.80 over a range of starting phenocryst 

content. The best fit model values for starting phenocryst content are identified separately for clarification. 

Modeling of flows at Daedalia Planum indicates they have a relatively high crust 

temperature (625°C) and have a starting phenocryst content that ranges from 0% to 33.3% for 

Model M10.80 (Table 6).  Best fit model results required the increase of starting phenocryst content 

from 10.4% to a minimum of 10.9% for Flow 3 and a maximum of 33.3% for Flow 6.  General 

observations of results show that three of the four flows over 100 km in length had the lowest 

starting phenocryst content ranging from 10.9% to a maximum of 19.27%.  Flow 6 is an outlier as 

it is one of the longest flows at 174.54 km but has the highest required phenocryst content.  Flow 

2 has the second highest starting phenocryst content at 30.77% and is similar to Flow 6 in that its 

average slope is also over 0.8 degrees.  Modeled flow lengths have a high degree of match to the 

measured length with the greatest difference for Flow 6 with it being 9.34% shorter than measured.  
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Flow 5 is unique in the fact that a decrease in starting phenocryst content to 0% is required for the 

flow length to be similar the measured value with it only being 9.31% shorter. 

Table 6:  Table summarizing the modeled length and starting phenocryst content of specified models. 

Flow 2 Flow 3 Flow 4 Flow 5 Flow 6 Flow 12 Flow 19 Flow 20 Flow 21 

Flow Length (km) 

Measured Length 63.95 71.72 67.27 214.61 174.54 83.03 48.82 193.09 111.28 

M00.80 891.80 81.54 442.63 108.49 2049.36 1273.06 1278.52 732.64 483.87 

M10.80 63.80 72.54 61.01 194.56 172.36 78.80 45.13 191.64 109.87 

M10.95 63.80 72.54 66.63 210.47 171.21 89.06 46.52 198.64 111.87 

M20.80 63.80 73.54 67.63 214.81 176.36 87.06 45.44 186.64 111.87 

M00.80

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
12.95 0.14 5.58 -0.49 10.74 14.33 25.19 2.79 3.35 

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 − M10.80

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
-0.23% 1.14% -9.31% -9.34% -1.25% -5.09% -7.56% -0.75% -1.27% 

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 − M10.95

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
-0.24% 1.14% -0.96% -1.93% -1.91% 7.26% -4.71% 2.87% 0.53% 

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 − M20.80

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
-0.23% 2.54% 0.54% 0.09% 1.04% 4.85% -6.93% -3.34% 0.53% 

Starting Phenocryst Content 

M10.80 30.77% 10.90% 24.00% 0.00% 33.30% 24.90% 28.60% 19.27% 17.41% 

M10.95 30.13% 9.20% 22.40% 0.00% 32.70% 24.56% 28.27% 18.25% 17.00% 

M20.80 30.55% 10.25% 22.90% 4.40% 33.07% 24.79% 28.50% 18.95% 17.82% 

M10.80 − M10.95

M10.80
-0.64% -1.70% -1.60% 0.00% -0.60% -0.34% -0.33% -1.02% -0.41% 

M10.80 − M20.80

M10.80
-0.22% -0.65% -1.10% 4.40% -0.23% -0.11% -0.10% -0.32% 0.41% 
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3.3 ERUPTION RATES 

Model M10.80 produced eruption rates of that range from 1.57×104 m3/s to as high as 5.85×105 

m3/s (average of 1.65×105 m3/s).  Table 7 shows that the flows can be separated in this model into 

two broad groups with flows 2, 3, and 19 having an eruption rates below 60,000 m/s3 and flows 4-

6, 12, and 20-21 with eruption rates greater than 90,000 m3/s.   

Figure 11 shows how modeled eruption rates compare to rates taken from literature review. 

Terrestrial eruption rates are only fraction of the model results, Historic Hawaiian eruptions have 

a maximum eruption rate of 500 m3/s, which is approximately one-thirtieth the minimum model 

value (Rowland and Walker, 1990).  The difference between the model eruption rates and 

Hawaiian eruptions is not unusual compared to the several order of magnitude differences found 

in the estimated eruption rates for Martian flows found in Table 7 and Figure 11.  Examples of this 

variation include Pieri and Baloga (1986) that gave a range of 9×102-1×106 m3/s and Hauber et 

al. (2011) with a range of 23-4.3×104 m3/s. The large range of results even include the maximum 

eruption rate of 404 m3/s found by Hiesinger et al. (2007) that is very similar to the previously 

mentioned Hawaiian rate.  As a secondary means of comparing to these previous studies, eruption 

rates were calculated using the Graetz number method for the flows in this study giving a range of 

5.92×102-7.38×103 m3/s.  Figure 11 shows that this range is substantially below the model results 

but are still within the ranges of previous Martian flow studies. 
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Figure 11:  Compilation of basalt flow eruption rate estimates in a logarithmic scale from literature and model results.  Data taken from Table 15 in Appendix A. 

Terrestrial Values 

Martian Values 

Model Values 
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Table 7:  Table that summarizes the eruption rate results from the various different models for the flows in this study. 

Flow 2 Flow 3 Flow 4 Flow 5 Flow 6 Flow 12 Flow 19 Flow 20 Flow 21 

Eruption Rate (m/s3) 

M00.80 2.32 × 105 1.62 × 104 4.58 × 105 1.09 × 105 5.66 × 105 5.06 × 105 3.50 × 105 1.01 × 106 2.32 × 105

M10.80 5 .19 × 104 1.57 × 104 1.71 × 105 1.78 × 105 9.98 × 104 1.96 × 105 4.35 × 104 5.84 × 105 1.49 × 105

M10.95 5 .54 × 104 1.73 × 104 1.99 × 105 1.78 × 105 1.07 × 105 2.01 × 105 4.67 × 104 6.28 × 105 1.53 × 105

M20.80 4.97 × 104 1.53 × 104 1.78 × 105 1.38 × 105 9.59 × 104 1.85 × 105 4.16 × 104 5.60 × 105 1.35 × 105

M10.80 − M10.95

M10.80

6.76% 10.00% 15.75% 0.00% 6.84% 2.82% 7.46% 7.41% 2.99% 

M10.80 − M20.80

M10.80

-4.11% -2.72% 3.76% -22.62% -3.84% -5.43% -4.18% -4.11% -9.04% 

Starting Viscosity 

M10.80 1492.38 949.61 884.82 245.92 1873.26 942.84 1246.87 649.24 580.47 

M10.95 1413.41 373.16 793.39 245.92 1771.59 920.31 1214.58 610.2 566.7 

M20.80 1562.5 419.51 875.36 317.51 1955.95 998.1 1319.68 679.2 634.5 

M10.80 − M10.95

M10.80

-5.29% -60.70% -10.33% 0.00% -5.43% -2.39% -2.59% -6.01% -2.37% 

M10.80 − M20.80

M10.80

4.70% -55.82% -1.07% 29.11% 4.41% 5.86% 5.84% 4.61% 9.31% 

Ending Viscosity 

M10.80 1.14 × 106 2.17 × 105 1.04 × 105 2.23 × 103 3.14 × 1010 4.27 × 104 2.74 × 106 1.20 × 105 7.79 × 106

M10.95 2.98 × 105 2.26 × 107 5.88 × 104 8.53 × 103 1.13 × 104 3.12 × 105 8.30 × 105 3.60 × 104 1.67 × 104

M20.80 1.32 × 105 1.63 × 104 2.98 × 104 1.12 × 104 1.82 × 107 1.92 × 106 9.82 × 108 1.73 × 106 5.26 × 104
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3.4 VISCOSITY 

Results for viscosity are separated into starting viscosity and ending viscosity as shown in Table 

6. Model M10.80 starting viscosities have very little variation covering a range of

2.46×102−1.87×103 Pa-s.  Figure 12 shows that the Model 1 Ending Viscosity covers a much 

larger range of 2.23×103−3.14×1010 Pa-s than the staring viscosity and even the largest literature 

range of 1.40×102−5.60×106 Pa-s taken from Moore et al. (1978).  The large discrepancy in 

ending viscosity can be attributed to differences in starting phenocryst content as Flow 5 has the 

lowest viscosity at 2.23×103 Pa-s and lowest starting phenocryst content compared to Flow 6 

which has the highest viscosity in the study and the highest starting phenocryst content.  Further 

discussion of this outlier will appear latter in this study as it deals with limitations of the FLOWGO 

model.  Eliminating this maximum value brings the Model M10.80 maximum viscosity to 7.79×106 

Pa-s which is very similar to the value from Moore et al. (1978) and within the range of maximum 

values found in Table 8.  
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Figure 12:  Figures summarizing the viscosity of Model M10.80 and literature values.   

 

Table 8:  Summarization table for basalt flow viscosity estimates from specified literature and model results.   

Reference Location Min Viscosity (Pa-s) Max Viscosity (Pa-s) 

Moore et al., 1978 Mauna Loa, Hawaii 1.4 × 102 5.6 × 106 

Cigolini et al., 1984 Makaopuhi, Hawaii 7.0 × 102 4.5 × 103 

Pinkerton and Sparks, 1976 Mount Etna, Italy  9.4 × 103 

Hulme, 1976 Mauna Loa, HI  1.7 × 105 

Cigolini et al., 1984 Arenal, Costa Rica  1.0 × 107 

Shaw et al., 1968 Kilauea (Makaopuhi) 6.5 × 102 7.5 × 102 

Fink and Zimbleman, 1990 Kilauea (Pu’u ’O’o) 6.0 × 101 2.0 × 103 

Rowland andWalker, 1988 Kilauea (pahoehoe) 6.0 × 102 6.0 × 103 

Moore, 1987 Mauna Loa (1984) 1.0 × 102 2.0 × 103 

Gauthier, 1973 Etna (1971) 1.0 × 103 1.0 × 105 

Cattermole, 1987 Alba Patera, Mars 1.3 × 105 1.9 × 106 

Zimbelman, 1985 Ascraeus Mons, Mars 6.5 × 105 2.1 × 108 

Hulme, 1976 Olympus Mons, Mars 2.3 × 105 6.9 × 106 

Hiesinger et al., 2007 Ascraeus Mons, Mars 5.52 × 104 2.86 × 107 

End Viscosity of Model Daedalia Planum, Mars 4.4 × 103 3.10 × 1010 

 

 

 

 Terrestrial Values 

 Martian Values 

 Model Values 

 Model Values (no outlier) 
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3.5 VARIABLE SENSITIVITY  

Six variables were adjusted in a separate set of model runs to determine how each variable effect 

the resulting modeled flow length and effusion rate.  Figure 14 shows a general summary of the 

effect each variable had with only changes in slope and eruption temperature having a positive 

correlation with flow length and eruption rate.   

The eruption temperature is the most important variable as it has the strongest correlation 

with both eruption rate and flow length.  Increasing the eruption temperature from 1050 to 1110 

(5.71% increase) will cause the eruption rate to more than double and the flow length to more than 

triple as shown in Table 10 and Figure 13.  Figure 13 shows that the relationship between these 

variables is almost perfectly linear with flow length being more strongly affected by changes in 

eruption temperature than eruption rate.   

Table 9:  Summary table of the relationship between selected variables and resulting model outputs of flow length 

and eruption rate.  Values given mean that an increase of 1 for the input variable will cause the designated change in 

the dependent variable (flow length or eruption rate).  These relationship values are based on the slope of a linear 

best fit line shown in figures 13 and 15-18. 

Input Variable Flow Length Eruption Rate 

Phenocryst Content 1 to -0.44 1 to -0.31 

Crust Temperature 1 to -0.71  

Eruption Temperature 1 to 73.2 1 to 48.8 

Emissivity 1 to -1.1  

Vesicularity 1 to 0.024  

Average Slope 1 to 1.12 1 to 1.12 
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Figure 13:  Plot showing the sensitivity of flow length and eruption rate to changes in eruption temperature.  Plot 

includes the linear fit line and equation for each relationship. 

 

Emissivity has the second greatest effect on a flows length as Table 9 shows that an increase 

of 10.00% in emissivity causes a -11.64% decrease in flow length.  Figure 15 shows that emissivity 

has almost a perfect linear relationship with flow length.  The strong relationship shown by this 

part of the study indicates that determining the appropriate value for emissivity is important for 

accurate modeling of lava flows. 
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Figure 14:    Characterization of relationship between selected variables and resulting modeled length and eruption rate.  Relationship arrows start from the 

impute variable and point towards the subsequent dependent result.  Negative correlations indicate an increase in the impute variable will cause a decrease in the 

dependent. 
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Figure 15:  Plot showing the sensitivity of flow length to changes in emissivity.  Overlaid on the plot is the linear fit 

line and equation for this relationship. 

 

 

Model analysis shows that an increase in crust temperature causes a decrease in flow length 

due to its negative correlation.  The analysis shows that doubling the crust temperature (300°C to 

600°C) will cause a decrease in the flow length by about 70% (Table 10 and Figure 16).   
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Figure 16:  Sensitivity of flow length plotted against changes in crust temperature.  Overlaid on the plot is the linear 

fit line and equation for this relationship in the upper right corner. 

 

Changes in phenocryst content causes strong negative change in both flow length and 

eruption rate.  An increase in phenocryst content of 10% has been modeled to cause a decrease in 

eruption rate of 5.88% and a decrease in flow length of 8.64%.  Phenocryst content is the most 

important impute variable for this study as it is varied in order to produce the best-fit model.  The 

problem with phenocryst content is that as Figure 17 indicates it does not have a strong linear 

relationship with flow length and eruption rate.  Phenocryst content is related to both viscosity and 

yield strength and the inclusion in these two terms (with exponents) causes the velocity to have a 

complex (non-linear) relationship based on Equation 2. 

Model analysis shows only a slight positive correlation between increases in vesicularity 

and an increase in flow length.  Increasing the vesicularity from 10% to 90% (an 800% increase) 

causes only a 9% increase in flow length. 
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Figure 17:    Plot showing the sensitivity of flow length to changes in phenocryst content.  Overlaid on the plot is 

the linear fit line and equation for this relationship. 

 
Table 10:  Table summarizing chosen data sets from sensitivity analysis of chosen variables. 

Phenocryst Sensitivity Crust Temperature Sensitivity 

 Difference in Value Sensitivity  Difference in Value Sensitivity 

Phenocryst 0.010 10.00% Tcrust 200 66.67% 

Eruption Rate -57.32 -5.88% Eruption Rate 0 0.00% 

Flow Length -8.00 -8.64% Flow Length -209 -60.49% 

Phenocryst 0.02 25.00% Tcrust 300 100.00% 

Eruption Rate -116.75 -10.70% Eruption Rate 0 0.00% 

Flow Length -18 -16.28% Flow Length -260 -75.24% 

Eruption Temperature Sensitivity Emissivity Sensitivity 

 Difference in Value Sensitivity  Difference in Value Sensitivity 

Terupt 60 5.71% Emissivity 0.15 18.75% 

Eruption Rate 577.35 265.56% Eruption Rate 0 0.00% 

Flow Length 99.67 370.93% Flow Length -16.65 -21.75% 

Vesicularity Sensitivity  Slope Sensitivity 

 Difference in Value Sensitivity  Difference in Value Sensitivity 

Vesicularity 0.8 800.00% Avg. Slope 0.1 25.00% 

Eruption Rate 0 0.00% Eruption Rate 195.05 26.80% 

Flow Length 29 8.96% Flow Length 13.43 28.63% 
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Model analysis has shown that minor variations in the slope cause a significant impact on 

flow length and eruption rate (Figure 18).  One example shows that changing all slope points to be 

equal to the flow path’s average slope increases flow length by 15.4% and eruption rate by 45.1%.  

Changing the average slope value by 25% will cause a 28.6% increase in flow length and a 26.8% 

increase in eruption rate.  This relationship is related to the inclusion of slope in Equation 2 which 

is used to calculate the flow velocity at each increment step so any variation along the slope path 

will change the flow rate at that step.  This relationship was further examined by including two 

sections 2.5 km long of with a shallow slope (0.1°) separated by varying distances.   Figure 18b 

shows that the greater the separation distance the shorter the modeled flow length.  A less direct 

relationship involves the step size between slope data points and subsequent model results. 
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Figure 18:  a)  Plot showing the sensitivity of flow length and eruption rate to changes in average slope.  Overlaid 

on the plot is the linear fit line for only flow length and the equation for this relationship. b)  Plot showing how 

modeled flow length is effected by the separation distance between two regions of shallow slope. 
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The distance between slope points determines how finely the topography of the region is 

simulated in the model.  The initial step size of 228 m for Flow 3 was determined by separating 

the distance of a slope line along the flow’s path into 301 equally distanced apart. The effects of 

step size was determined by separating the line into points by a set distance (step size) starting 

with 300 m for a small increase.  Larger step size increases were done by doubling (484 m) and 

tripling (684 m) the original step size.  The larger the step size the smoother the surface used in 

the model but Figure 19 shows that even tripling the step size has only a limited effect on the path 

slope.  Table 11 shows this small variation in slope has limited effect on the final model results.  

This limited effect is a result of the slope data being provided from the gridded DEM that has 

already smoothed the topographic variations. 

Table 11:  Summary table of the model results for Flow 3 at different step sizes based on the distance between slope 

data points.  A step size of 228 m was used for the original model runs. 

Step Size (m) 228 300 456 684 

Measured Length (km) 71.72 71.72 71.72 71.72 

Modeled Length (km) 72.54 73.1 75.944 70.72 

Flow Length Difference 1.14% 1.92% 5.89% -1.39% 

Eruption Rate (m3/s) 15,701.56 15,610.73 15,610.73 15,159.31 

Width (m) 149.55 149.55 149.55 149.55 

Depth (m) 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 

Crust Temperature (°C) 625 625.00 625.00 625.00 

Phenocryst Content 10.90% 11.0% 11.0% 11.5% 

Emissivity 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Ave. Slope 0.64 0.642 0.638 0.6421 

Beginning Viscosity 949.61 408.470 408.470 419.110 

Ending Viscosity 2.17 × 105 2.67 × 104 1.96 × 104 1.35 × 104 
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Figure 19:  Figure of the change in slope over flow length caused by variations in step size.  Legend gives the step 

size in meters. 

3.5.1 Model Comparisons 

The two secondary models M10.95 and M20.80 provided a method for comparing the final results 

with variations in model settings. Changing the emissivity value to 0.95 (M10.95) caused varying 

changes to the model results.  This increase in emissivity caused a decrease in both the required 

starting phenocryst content and starting viscosity for all flows except Flow 5 (Table 6 and 7).  

Figure 20 shows that the variation in modeled flow length and starting phenocryst content are 

minimal. For example, the phenocryst change for Flow 3 was only 1.70%.  Flow 5 is unique as 

changes in models required a change in the crust temperature in order to match the flow length 

leading to the larger variation in model results.  The starting viscosity shows a much greater 

variation in change with Flow 3 decreasing by -60.70% but rest of the flows having an average 

decrease of 4.30%.  The eruption rate of the all flows except for Flow 5 increased by as little as 
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2.81% to a maximum of 15.76%.  The final viscosity shows no distinct inclination to decrease or 

increase for model M10.95 compared to model M10.80.   

 
Figure 20:  Figure summarizing variations in modeled flow length and best-fit starting phenocryst content 

depending on the model used. 

 

Model M20.80 has the same parameters as M10.80 except that the viscosity model is changed 

to the Mars specific parameters of BAMB-S0.  Overall this change has similar effects as the change 

to the model M10.95 with a minimal decrease in phenocryst content.  One difference is that the 

eruption rate in this case is decreased by an average of -5.81% with Flow 5 being an outlier at -

22.62%.  The change in viscosity model caused an overall increase of starting viscosity of 7.85% 

with the exclusion of the -55.82% for Flow 3.   

Visual comparison of Figure 21a shows that the various changes in models examined in 

this study cause only small variations in eruption rate.  A comparison to Figure 21b shows that 
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viscosity has a large variation in value across models.  This variation is not model specific as the 

figure only shows that variation in values and not which value belongs to which model. 

 

 

 
Figure 21:  Figures summarizing variations in modeled flow length (18a) and viscosity (18b) across the Models 

M10.80, M10.95, and M20.80.  Error bars in figures depict variation of values for each flow and do not correspond to the 

model used. 

 

a) 

b) 
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4.0  DISCUSSION 

The model results presented in this study rely on the chosen values inputted into the model with 

most parameters taken from terrestrial analog data presented in Table 12 of Appendix A. The 

eruption temperature value used in the study was maintained at 1114°C as it represented a 

reasonable average value already provided for in the original data set for Piton de la Fournaise 

taken firm Harris et al., 2015. The sensitivity analysis section showed the importance of this value 

and thus any change to it will cause substantial alterations to the model results. This value was 

maintained as it an approximate average value compared to the ranges given for other basaltic 

volcanoes such as Kilauea which ranges from 1130-1150°C and Etna with a range of 1070-1190°C 

and the lack of countering data for Martian flows (Harris and Rowland, 2015 and reference therein 

found in table 17.2).  By comparison crust temperature value for this study was determined not 

only by analog data but by the range of possible emissivity values and a constant phenocryst 

content and a set of model runs for this study. 

The value determined in this study relies on the choice of flow used in the model runs and 

the constant phenocryst value chosen. The subsequent use of this value must take this into 

consideration as changing either value in the model run for this determination will change the 

subsequent average crustal temperature value. Flow 3 was chosen for this process as it had the 

thinness thickness and thus easiest to model to the measured flow length. Phenocryst content was 

chosen as the rounded value from the original data set value of 10.4%. The resulting value 625° C 
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was accepted for the study as it was within the range of values from terrestrial research (390-770°C 

taken from Flynn & Mouginis-Mark 1994). As sensitivity analysis shows a decrease in this value 

will cause a subsequent increase in flow length which was required for the modeling of Flow 5 for 

models M10.95 and M20.80. 

Phenocryst content was an important variable/parameter determined for each flow in this 

study as it was the only one varied in between flows within each model run. The results of Model 

M10.80 show that flows into Daedalia Planum require phenocryst content that ranges from 0 to 

33.3% which is a reasonable range when compared to terrestrial data. This range is nearly identical 

to the range shown for Kilauea which is 0-30% (Harris and Rowland, 2015b). The problem with 

this model result is that the higher the starting phenocryst content the more viscous the flow should 

be and the shorter its overall length. This irregularity is exemplified by Flow 6 which has the 

highest phenocryst content is also fairly long at 174.54 km. This contradiction can impart be 

explained by differences in planetary constants such as gravity but can also be attributed to flow 

specific parameters such as flow thickness and path slope. Flow 6 has the greatest thickness and 

also one of the highest average path slopes of all flows in this investigation. The combination of 

these values gives the flow a high starting velocity of 16.13 m/s compared to the 7.61 m/s for Flow 

3 which is the thinnest flow. 

The resulting eruption rate and viscosity values from this study show a definite similarity 

to previous study results. For example, the eruption rate results shown in Figure 11 and the 

viscosity range in Figure 12 fall within the higher range of previous results. Eruption rate values 

compared to the modeled values here come from previous research that only used an empirical 

relationship to determine eruption rate from dimensional values of Martian flows such as area, 

length, width and slope rather than as part of a flow model study. As a method for direct 
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comparison, eruption rate was calculated using the Graetz number method but produced a value 

only one eightieth the maximum eruption rate for the modeled flow’s. This large discrepancy in 

values for the same flows can be attributed to the different methods in which eruption rates were 

calculated between the two methods.  The Graetz number method relies on a relationship between 

eruption rate and the cooling of the flow while the modeled eruption rate is determined from the 

area of the channel and the calculated flow velocity.  The similarity in this study’s results and 

previous results indicates that these results accurately depict the rheological values for Martian 

flows in the Daedalia Planum. 

4.1 STUDY LIMITATIONS 

This study was performed with limited direct Martian data which includes the flow length 

measurements.  The measured flow length only gives the minimum length of the flow as the 

starting point of the flow cannot easily be identified with the newer flows overlying points of older 

flow as shown in Figure 22.  A second method to examine the accuracy of the model is to compare 

the measured channel width to the modeled values as shown in Figure 23.  There is a strong 

correlation shown in this figure for the first two thirds of the flow length but breaks down at the 

end of the flow.  The setup of the model causes the width of the flow to change as the velocity 

decreases to maintain a constant eruption rate.  This setup makes it so that at the end of the flow 

the final part of the modeled flow to be overly wide compared to the measured values as the 

velocity nears zero.  The velocity of the flow at each step is directly related to the slope at that step 

as shown in Figure 24 so any large variations in slope will have a corresponding effect on channel 

width.   
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Figure 22:  Subset of CTX image of Flow 20 showing how a newer flow has flowed over and covered the beginning 

section of the flow.  This figure is part a) subset of Figure 40 in Appendix B. 
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Figure 23:  Figure showing the measured and modeled channel widths for Flow 3 (20a) and Flow 5 (20b) along its 

length.  The end of the modeled flows were separated into log scale for clarity. 

a)

b)
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Figure 24:  Figure showing the changes in flow velocity (22a) and path slope (22b) along the flow length. 

 

One limitation to FLOWGO only stops the flow when the velocity reaches zero or when 

the core temperature is below the solidus without considering if it is rheologically possible for the 

final flow to exist (Harris and Rowland, 2015).  Reexamination of the Flow 6 results show that 

this result occurs with a total crystal content of 1.4 × 106% which is not physically possible.  This 

high crystal content can explain the high viscosity for this flow. This result fit the measured flow 

length best but a limitation for the resulting total crystal content would excluded it.   

 

 

a)

b)
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5.0  CONCLUSION 

This study has shown that channelized flows in Daedalia Planum can be modeled by FLOWGO 

with a high degree of accuracy.  Flows in the region required a phenocryst content of 0-33.3%, 

which is in the range of terrestrial basalt flows.  This study resulted in eruption rates that ranged 

from 1.52×103−6.27×105 m3/s and a viscosity range of 2.23×103−3.14×1010 Pa-s.  These are fell 

within the range of previous studies for Martian flows. Flow 6 had a higher than expected viscosity 

caused by limitations in the model. This study also showed that changing emissivity, the viscosity 

model and slope step did not strongly influence the model results.  

Using the results from this study, inferences on differences in the volcanism in the region 

can be made.  Based on differences in the best-fit starting phenocryst content, the region can be 

separated into the following three groups: flows 3 and 5, flows 20-21, and flows 2, 4, 6, 12, and 

19. These groups may represent variations in composition caused by the source or age of eruption.  

These groups do not provide evidence for regional variations in volcanism as there is little to no 

spatial relationship (proximity) between the flows that make up the groups. 

Similar studies such as this can give indications of differences in volcanism in a region that 

can be compared to visual observations of morphology.  This concept can be applied to channelized 

flows on Mars and other planetary bodies with sufficient data. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABULAR DATA 

Table 12:  Table of input parameters for Flow 3 best fit model (M10.80).  Parameter values taken from Piton de la 

Fournaise (2010) channel included in Harris et al. (2015) with values for the gravity constant, crust temperature, 

phenocryst content and flow thickness modified for this study. 

INPUT PARAMETERS 

Channel Dimensions  Thermal Parameters 

Channel width (w) m 149.55  
Eruption temperature 

(Terupt) 

°C 1114 

Channel depth (d) m 13.80  K 1387.15 

Down-flow increment m 1000  Crust temperature °C 625 

    (Tcrust) K 898.15 

Velocity Constants   Buffer °C 135 

Gravity (g) m s-2 3.80  (Th=Terupt-Buffer) K 135 

Channel Shape (B)  3.00  Crust cover (f) 0.60 

    Core exposure (1–f) 0.40 
    Crust to velocity relationship (d) -0.0076 

Viscosity and Yield Strength (YS) Parameters Density and Vesicularity 

Viscosity @ Eruption Pa s 1000  DRE Density (ρDRE) kg m-3 2970 

Constant a K-1 0.04  Vesicularity 0.64 

Constant b Pa 0.01  Bulk Density (ρ) kg m-3 1080 

Constant c K-1 0.08     

Radiation Parameters Convection Parameters) 

Stefan–Boltzmann (σ) W m-2 K-4 5.67 × 10−8  Wind Speed (U) m s-1 5.00 

Emissivity (ε)  0.80  CH  0.0036 
    Air Temperature (Tair) C -54.00 

Conduction Parameters  K 219.15 

Thermal conductivity (K) W m-1 K-1 0.88  Air Density (ρair) kg m-3 0.44 

Basal temperature (Tbase) C 500  Air Specific Heat Cap 

(cρair) 
J kg-1 K-1 1099 

 K 773.15     

Core to base distance % 19  Crystal Parameters 

hbase m 2.62  Phenocryst Content (𝜙) 0.1090 

    Post eruption xtals (Δ𝜙) 0.89 
    Cooling Range (ΔT) K 150 

    Rate of crystallization 

(Δ𝜙/ΔT) 

fractional 

xtalization per 

K 

0.0059 

    Latent heat of 

crystallization (L) 
J kg-1 3.5 × 105 

    R  1.67 
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Table 13:  Viscosity and convection models used in FLOWGO model.  Convection model has been modified for Martian atmospheric values. 

Temperature dependent viscosity relation of Villeneuve et al. (2008) 

                    

                    

                    

Check:                   

Temperature: 919 K               

Log(viscosity) 12.02 Pa s               

Viscosity 1.04 × 1012 Pa s               

                    

                    

Mars free convection model from Rowland et al. (2004) 

                    

Free Convection Qfree 401 W/m2   Values for Martian atmosphere from Appendix A of Rowland et al., 2004 

                    

Surface Temperature Tconv 918 K   Constant for CO2 A -0.01183 W/m K   

Ambient Air Temp. Tair 219.15 K   Constant for CO2 B 1.02 × 10−4 W/m K2   

          Constant for CO2 C −2.22 × 10−8 W/m K3   

          Thermal Diffusivity Beta 0.004563 1/T   

Thermal Conductivity alpha 9.4 × 10−3 W/m Eqn. A6   v 14.6     

Cubic Expansivity kappa 8.13 × 10−5 m2/s Eqn. A8 Pressure P 600 Pa   

Density dens 14.41 kg/m3 Eqn. A1 Ideal gas constant R 0.19 J/mol K   

Dynamic viscosity visc 8.23 × 10−6 Pa s             

Thermal Diffusivity beta 0.004563 1/K   Reference Viscosity visco0 1.48 × 10−5 Pa s   

          (0.555 x To) + Tamos a 459 Rankine   

Atmospheric T Tatmos 394.47 Rankine   (0.555 x To) + To b 533 Rankine   

Reference T for CO2 To 528 Rankine   Sutherland’s constant S 240 Rankine   
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Table 14:  Table of the CTX images used in the study separated by Study Area.   

Study Area A Study Area B 

B02_010385_1569_XN_23S125W B02_010464_1545_XI_25S122W 

B08_012798_1573_XN_22S124W B03_010899_1601_XN_19S119W 

B12_014143_1553_XN_24S124W B12_014367_1576_XN_22S120W 

B12_014354_1531_XN_26S124W B17_016345_1576_XN_22S120W 

B17_016332_1563_XN_23S125W B17_016411_1594_XN_20S122W 

B20_017255_1664_XN_13S125W B20_017479_1604_XN_19S120W 

B20_017466_1664_XN_13S126W D10_030995_1613_XN_18S121W 

B20_017611_1624_XN_17S124W F02_036731_1578_XN_22S122W 

B21_017677_1664_XN_13S126W F04_037298_1588_XN_21S123W 

B21_017822_1656_XN_14S125W F07_038485_1587_XN_21S123W 

B21_017888_1638_XN_16S127W F16_041940_1570_XN_23S122W 

D05_029281_1607_XN_19S124W F16_042006_1570_XN_23S122W 

D06_029492_1645_XN_15S126W F17_042362_1542_XN_25S123W 

D10_030995_1613_XN_18S121W G03_019536_1574_XN_22S119W 

D12_031839_1545_XI_25S125W G05_020314_1608_XN_19S120W 

D14_032617_1605_XN_19S125W G06_020525_1601_XN_19S120W 

D20_035096_1544_XN_25S125W G09_021659_1579_XN_22S120W 

D21_035518_1553_XN_24S127W G10_022226_1603_XN_19S121W 

F01_036085_1588_XN_21S126W G14_023782_1621_XN_17S122W 

F03_036863_1554_XN_24S126W G16_024560_1578_XN_22S120W 

F05_037641_1569_XN_23S127W G18_025061_1602_XN_19S119W 

F16_041861_1575_XN_22S125W G23_027105_1598_XN_20S122W 

F17_042573_1571_XN_22S126W G23_027171_1572_XN_22S123W 

F18_042995_1570_XN_23S126W P01_001524_1569_XN_23S122W 

G03_019378_1661_XN_13S127W P01_001590_1567_XN_23S122W 

G04_019879_1667_XN_13S125W P03_002078_1568_XN_23S121W 

G11_022358_1640_XN_16S125W P04_002500_1563_XI_23S122W 

G15_024125_1596_XN_20S125W P04_002711_1560_XN_24S122W 

G18_025259_1604_XN_19S125W P05_002856_1568_XI_23S121W 

G18_025325_1607_XN_19S127W P06_003278_1582_XN_21S122W 

G19_025615_1631_XN_16S124W P11_005190_1590_XI_21S122W 

G22_026736_1585_XN_21S128W P11_005401_1541_XN_25S122W 

P02_001854_1636_XN_16S126W P13_006258_1616_XN_18S121W 

P02_001999_1639_XN_16S125W P14_006469_1605_XN_19S122W 

P03_002065_1572_XN_22S126W P14_006614_1597_XI_20S121W 

P03_002210_1632_XN_16S125W P16_007471_1586_XN_21S121W 

P04_002487_1597_XN_20S127W P17_007537_1539_XN_26S122W 

P04_002777_1634_XN_16S125W P17_007616_1634_XN_16S121W 

P05_002843_1553_XN_24S126W P18_008038_1544_XN_25S123W 

P06_003555_1604_XN_19S125W P19_008473_1537_XN_26S121W 

P07_003621_1585_XN_21S126W   

P07_003766_1639_XN_16S126W   
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P08_004188_1622_XN_17S127W   

P09_004399_1543_XN_25S126W   

P11_005177_1606_XN_19S127W   

P11_005322_1623_XN_17S126W   

P12_005533_1533_XN_26S126W   

P12_005757_1637_XN_16S123W   

P12_005889_1598_XN_20S126W   

P13_006192_1602_XN_19S119W   

P13_006258_1616_XN_18S121W   

P17_007616_1634_XN_16S121W   

P17_007669_1542_XI_25S126W   

P17_007748_1554_XN_24S124W   

P17_007814_1543_XN_25S126W   

P18_008170_1592_XN_20S128W   

P18_008249_1632_XN_16S125W   

P19_008328_1638_XN_16S123W   
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Table 15:  Table of the eruption rates from literature search and designated models.   

Source Eruption Rate (m3/s) Location Background Information 

 Minimum Maximum   

Rowland and Walker, 1990 
averaged at ~5 

for 1983-1990 
4.0 × 102 Kilauea, Hawaii Historic Hawaiin Eruptions 

Thordarson and Self, 1993  ~9 × 103 Iceland 
1783-1785 Islandic Laki eruption 

Fissure eruptions 

Walker, 1973  ~106 Mars 
Assumes Hawaiian emplacement conditions and empirical 

relationship between flow length and eruption rate. 

Pieri and Baloga, 1986 9 × 102 106 Mars 
Used 1983 Kilauea eruptions data 

𝐸𝑟 ∝ 𝑄/𝐴 

Kilburn and Lopes, 1991 105 4 × 106 Mars Uses a variety of flows and not only Hawaiian style 

Pinkerton and Wilson, 1994 6.0 × 102 2.0 × 103 Mars 
Used the Gratz number based on the assumption that the 

flow is stopped only by conductive heat loss. 

Pinkerton and Wilson, 1988 4 × 104 2 × 108 Mars 
(volume/length × height)3 

Flows must be volume limited 

Zimbelman, 1998 5 × 104 1.1 × 106 Mars 
Jeffreys equation used to determine the velocity of the lava 

flow as a Newtonian fluid 

Hulme, 1976  4.7 × 102 Olympus Mons, Mars 
Flow of a Bingham fluid down an inclined plane 

leveed flow on Olympus Mons. 

Lopes and Kilburn, 1990 7.0 × 102 105 Alba Patera, Mars 
Empirical relations derived for simple flows on Earth 

18 flows on Alba Patera 

Kilburn and Lopes, 1991 9 × 102 106 Mars Hawaii style flows used in empirical relationships. 

Cattermole, 1987 1.55 × 102 5.85 × 103 Alba Patera, Mars 
Used a linear relationship between yield strength and 

viscosity for Alba Patera, Mars 

Hiesinger et al., 2007 2.3 × 101 4.04 × 102 Ascraeus Mons, Mars Gratz number method 

Hauber et al., 2011 2.0 × 101 4.30 × 104  Gratz number method 

Vauncher et al., 2009 4.5 × 104 1.15 × 105 
Central Elysium Planitia, 

Mars 
Gratz number method 

Model 0 with e of 0.80 1.62 × 104 1.01 × 106 

Daedalia Planum, Mars 

 

Model 1 with e of 0.80 1.57 × 104 5.85 × 105  

Model 1 with e of 0.95 1.73 × 104 6.28 × 105  

Model 2 with e of 0.80 1.53 × 104 5.60 × 105  

Graetz Number of Study Data 5.92 × 102 7.38 × 103  Used the Gratz number method for 
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Table 16:  Summary table of specified impute and Model M00.80 result data. 

 Flow 2 Flow 3 Flow 4 Flow 5 Flow 6 Flow 12 Flow 19 Flow 20 Flow 21 

Measured Length (km) 63.95 71.72 67.27 214.606 174.542138 83.026322 48.8198 193.087 111.279 

Length (km) 891.7993 81.54 442.63 108.49 2049.36 1273.06 1278.52 732.64 483.87 

Flow Length Difference 12.95 0.14 5.58 -0.49 10.74 14.33 25.19 2.79 3.35 

Eruption Rate (m3/s) 2.32 × 105 1.62 × 104 4.58 × 105 1.09 × 105 5.66 × 105 5.06 × 105 3.50 × 105 1.01 × 106 2.32 × 105 

Width (m) 185.22 149.55 878.58 264.59 139.14 213.47 624.01 691.96 342.88 

Depth (m) 26.87 13.8 25.83 17.9 44.46 36.1 41.04 35.02 30.72 

Crust Temperature (°C) 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 

Phenocryst Content 10.40% 10.40% 10.40% 10.40% 10.40% 10.40% 10.40% 10.40% 10.40% 

Emissivity 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Ave. Slope 0.875 0.642 0.471 0.485 0.828 0.539 0.37 0.346 0.328 

 

 
Table 17:  Summary table of specified impute and Model M10.80 result data. 

 Flow 2 Flow 3 Flow 4 Flow 5 Flow 6 Flow 12 Flow 19 Flow 20 Flow 21 

Measured Length (km) 63.95 71.72 67.27 214.61 174.54 83.03 48.82 193.09 111.28 

Length (km) 63.8 72.54 61.01 194.56 172.36 78.8 45.13 191.64 109.87 

Flow Length Difference -0.23% 1.14% -9.31% -9.34% -1.25% -5.09% -7.56% -0.75% -1.27% 

Eruption Rate (m3/s) 5 .19 × 104 1.57 × 104 1.71 × 105 1.78 × 105 9.98 × 104 1.96 × 105 4.35 × 104 5.84 × 105 1.49 × 105 

Beginning Viscosity 1492.38 949.61 884.82 245.92 1873.26 942.84 1246.87 649.24 580.47 

Ending Viscosity 1.14 × 106 2.17 × 105 1.04 × 105 2.23 × 103 3.14 × 1010 4.27 × 104 2.74 × 106 1.20 × 105 7.79 × 106 

Width (m) 185.22 149.55 878.58 264.59 139.14 213.47 624.01 691.96 342.88 

Depth (m) 26.87 13.8 25.83 17.9 44.46 36.1 41.04 35.02 30.72 

Crust Temperature (°C) 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 

Phenocryst Content 30.77% 10.90% 24.00% 0.00% 33.30% 24.90% 28.60% 19.27% 17.41% 

Emissivity 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Ave. Slope 0.88 0.64 0.47 0.485 0.83 0.54 0.37 0.35 0.33 
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Table 18:  Summary table of specified impute and Model M10.95 result data. 
 Flow 2 Flow 3 Flow 4 Flow 5 Flow 6 Flow 12 Flow 19 Flow 20 Flow 21 

Measured Length (km) 63.95 71.72 67.27 214.61 174.54 83.03 48.82 193.09 111.28 

Length (km) 63.80 72.54 66.63 210.47 171.21 89.06 46.52 198.64 111.87 

Flow Length Difference -0.24% 1.14% -0.96% -1.93% -1.91% 7.27% -4.71% 2.88% 0.53% 

Eruption Rate (m3/s) 5 .54 × 104 1.73 × 104 1.99 × 105 1.78 × 105 1.07 × 105 2.01 × 105 4.67 × 104 6.28 × 105 1.53 × 105 

Beginning Viscosity 1413.41 373.16 793.39 245.92 1771.59 920.31 1214.58 610.2 566.7 

Ending Viscosity 2.98 × 105 2.26 × 107 5.88 × 104 8.53 × 103 1.13 × 104 3.12 × 105 8.30 × 105 3.60 × 104 1.67 × 104 

Width (m) 185.22 149.55 878.58 264.59 139.14 213.47 624.01 691.96 342.88 

Depth (m) 26.87 13.8 25.83 17.9 44.46 36.1 41.04 35.02 30.72 

Crust Temperature (°C) 625 625 625 575 625 625 625 625 625 

Phenocryst Content 30.13% 9.20% 22.40% 0.00% 32.70% 24.56% 28.27% 18.25% 17.00% 

Emissivity 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 

Ave. Slope 0.88 0.64 0.47 0.49 0.83 0.54 0.37 0.35 0.33 

 
Table 19:  Summary table of specified impute and Model M20.80 result data. 

 Flow 2 Flow 3 Flow 4 Flow 5 Flow 6 Flow 12 Flow 19 Flow 20 Flow 21 

Measured Length (km) 63.95 71.72 67.27 214.61 174.54 83.03 48.82 193.09 111.28 

Length (km) 63.8 73.54 67.63 214.81 176.36 87.06 45.4378 186.64 111.87 

Flow Length Difference -0.23% 2.54% 0.54% 0.10% 1.04% 4.86% -6.93% -3.34% 0.53% 

Eruption Rate (m3/s) 4.97 × 104 1.53 × 104 1.78 × 105 1.38 × 105 9.59 × 104 1.85 × 105 4.16 × 104 5.60 × 105 1.35 × 105 

Beginning Viscosity 1562.5 419.51 875.36 317.51 1955.95 998.1 1319.68 679.2 634.5 

Ending Viscosity 1.32 × 105 1.63 × 104 2.98 × 104 1.12 × 104 1.82 × 107 1.92 × 106 9.82 × 108 1.73 × 106 5.26 × 104 

Width (m) 185.22 149.55 878.58 264.59 139.14 213.47 624.01 691.96 342.88 

Depth (m) 26.87 13.8 25.83 17.9 44.46 36.1 41.04 35.02 30.72 

Crust Temperature (°C) 625 625 625 500 625 625 625 625 625 

Phenocryst Content 30.55% 10.25% 22.90% 4.40% 33.07% 24.79% 28.50% 18.95% 17.82% 

Emissivity 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Ave. Slope 0.875 0.642 0.471 0.485 0.828 0.539 0.37 0.346 0.328 
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Table 20:  Reference table of specifications for the instruments used in this study. 

 CTX MOLA THEMIS 

Type of Instrument 
Visible, Single Band 

Imager 
Laser Altimeter Multi-band imager 

Resolution ~5-6 m 

DEM 

100 m (Spatial) 

Horizontal: 

Vertical: 

100 m 

~3 m 

PEDR 

Horizontal: 

Vertical: 

Variable 

37.5 cm 

Band Pass 0.5-0.7 µm 1.064 µm 11.83 µm 
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APPENDIX B 

FLOW IMAGES 

 

 
Figure 25:  THEMIS mosaic image of Flow 2 with outlines for CTX subsets (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26:  CTX subsets a and b of Flow 2 overplayed with flow length, channel width and MOLA elevation data. 
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Figure 27:  THEMIS mosaic image of Flow 3 with outlines for CTX subsets (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28:  CTX subsets a and b of Flow 3 overplayed with flow length, channel width and MOLA elevation data. 
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Figure 29:  THEMIS mosaic image of Flow 4 with outlines for CTX subsets (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30:  CTX subsets a and b of Flow 4 overplayed with the channel width measurement locations. 
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Figure 31:  THEMIS mosaic image of Flow 5 with outlines for CTX subsets (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32:  CTX subsets a-d of Flow 5 overplayed with flow channel width measurement locations. 
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Figure 33:  THEMIS mosaic image of Flow 6 with outlines for CTX subsets (Figure 34). 
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Figure 34:  CTX subsets a-d of Flow 6 overplayed with flow channel width measurement locations. 
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Figure 35:  THEMIS mosaic image of Flow 12 with outlines for CTX subsets (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36:  CTX subsets a and b of Flow 12 overplayed with flow channel width measurement locations.  Figure 

36a does not have lines denoting channel width as the channel is not discernable in this image. 
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Figure 37:  THEMIS mosaic image of Flow 19 with outlines for CTX subsets (Figure 38). 
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Figure 38:  CTX subsets a and b of Flow 19 overplayed with flow channel width measurement locations.  Figure 

38b is unique as it shows the splitting of the flow channel. 
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Figure 39:  THEMIS mosaic image of Flow 20 with outlines for CTX subsets (Figure 40). 
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Figure 40:  CTX subsets a and b of for Flow 20 with overlays for channel width. 
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